
CASE TYPE DIMENSIONS

A  6.00 in (152 mm)
B  2.96 in (75 mm)
C  6.73 in (171 mm)
D  6.41 in (163 mm) 
 (mounting centers)
E  1.58 in (40 mm)
F  0.69 in (18 mm)
G  4.61 in (117 mm)
H  1.43 in (36 mm)

For applications where the Compact SE ballast was flange mounted,  
Lutron adapter plate CFL-BEA-BK may be required to retrofit the  
replacement ballast. Dimensions for the adapter plate are shown below. 

8-32 Threaded Stud
0.29 in (7.37 mm)

Adapter Plate

A 4.19 in (106 mm)
B 2.96 in (75 mm)
C  2.04 in (52 mm)
D 1.09 in (28 mm)
E  2.00 in (51 mm)
F 0.52 in (13 mm)

Lutron® adapter plates CFL-BEA-BK or CFL-JBA-FAB may be required to retrofit replacement ballasts. 

The CFL-BEA-BK is used when a non-studded B-can is being replaced by a non-studded K-can. The  
CFL-JBA-FAB is used when a studded F-can is being replaced by a studded A-can, B-can or K-can. 
Dimensions for the adapter plates are shown below. 

Adapter plates Adapter plates

CFL-BEA-BK

CFL-JBA-FAB

 * Need to drill new mounting holes in the fixture

 Notes

1. When replacing the F-can or B-can with a K-can, it is important to know whether the ballast is mounted by the studs  
or the flanges.

2. K-can ballast is wider than the F-can. This may be an issue in narrow fixtures.
3. K-can connector locations don’t exactly match the B-can. They may not line up with fixture mounting plates in  

some installations.

K-can Replacement Scenarios for T4 CFL Lamps
Replacement Hardware

Existing installation Sample Model Ballast Can Adapter Plate

F-can with studs FDB-CF18-120-2-B K-can with studs CFL-JBA-FAB

F-can without studs FDB-T418-120-2-E K-can without studs N/A*

B-can with studs FDB-T418-120-2-S K-can with studs N/A

B-can without studs FDB-T418-120-2 K-can without studs CFL-BEA-BK

8-32 Threaded stud
0.29 in (7.37 mm) long

8-32 Threaded stud
0.29 in (7.37 mm) long
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